
RELATED PAGES ON WHOLE HUMAN: 

PLASMA (with audio book downloadable by chapter) 

NEURO (with my personal story plus video resources) 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding the posting of this work. - Gary 

My review of 'A New Science of Heaven' audio book: 

This 12 hour audio book Ὅ� is one of the best investments of a lifetime for me. The author's

passion for his work, brilliant mind, thorough research and soothing voice make listening a

great pleasure. The content is of critical importance to humanity at this time. I've listened twice

and made notes from the book for daily practical application of sometimes abstract concepts. 

Excerpts from the book by chapter: 

 

HEAVEN 001 - The Discovery of the Clouds 

HEAVEN 002 - Exploring the Nature of Plasma Clouds and their Energy 

HEAVEN 003 - A Brief History of Plasma Research 

HEAVEN 004 - The 99 Per Cent 

HEAVEN 005 - Great Balls of Fire 

HEAVEN 006 - When Heaven Was Young 

HEAVEN 007 - Kristian Birkeland’s Miraculous Discovery 

HEAVEN 008 - The Cosmic Web 

HEAVEN 009 - The Cold Sun 

HEAVEN 010 - Invisible Earth 

 HEAVEN 011 - Radiant Matter, Plasma and Plasmoids 

HEAVEN 012 - Plasma Comes Alive 

 HEAVEN 013 - The Mysterious Case of the Dirty Gas 

 HEAVEN 014 - Electric People 

HEAVEN 015 - How Our Bodies Emit Light 

HEAVEN 016 - The ‘Death Flash’ and the ‘Life Flash’ 

HEAVEN 017 - Our Plasma Selves 

HEAVEN 018 - Wrapping up the Universe / Conclusion 

PLASMA HEAVEN  

Key Points by Gary according to his interpretation from the book, 'A New Science of Heaven' by

Robert Temple 

Self re몭ection: 

The Solar Logos according to Gnosticism refers to 'the substance and consciousness of Christ,

the powerful life whereby everything advances'. The dusty complex cloud is well-explained in

the book, 'A New Science of Heaven.' 

The Solar Logos feels to me an integral aspect of the intelligent ‘implicate order’ that underlies

everything, whereas a dusty complex plasma such as the Kordylewski clouds between earth

and moon may be a separated aspect -- and its intelligence similar to A.I.  

 The test and proof of any abstract concept is its practical outworking in daily life. How am I

affected by my contemplations on a subject? Am I less reactive and more responsive? Less

anxious and more calm? Less tense and more relaxed? Less stressed and more secure? Less

confused and more grounded? Less agitated and more peaceful? Less judgmental and more

compassionate? 

Years ago, the inner voice spoke to me through a Cretan labyrinth found in a sheep ὁ� pasture

near the German Baltic. The voice said, 'to 몭nd God, look into the subatomic' — which I did

while walking the circuits to the center. I learned to draw the labyrinth but eventually forgot,

and recently rekindled the interest and realized the key to drawing the labyrinth is in the seed

pattern. The seed pattern of my 'practical practice' gleaned from the book, 'A New Science of

Heaven' is in this prayer and decree: 

The above is expanded upon in the post, 'APP'. 

It seems essential to know with whom or what I am making connection. The Gnostics have

elaborate prayers or incantations for their rituals. I like to reduce the wording to the most

succinct and powerful, and sometimes shorten the above to: 'Solar Logos, make me like you, in

human form.' 

Notes from 'A New Science of Heaven': 

• AllThatIs is mostly subatomic, non physical, electro-plasma. 

• There are many kinds of electro-plasma. 

 • The sun and stars are composed of plasma. 

(Excerpts have not been perfectly edited, and the greater context will be found by reading the
book Ὅ�.)

Is there a distinction in the consciousness between different types of crystalline plasma? 

Yes, to me the higher conversation is with the Solar Logos (named by Gnosticism), rather than
the dusty complex cloud (named by plasma physics). 

'O Solar Logos, nurture and grow within me the crystalline plasma body. Knit it together with
my atomic body and make of me a new human. Deepen my awareness of the Plasma
Presence, and help me adjust to actuality. Activate me as a node of the cosmic web, serving
divine intelligence. This I pray and decree, amen, so be it.' 
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• Non-light emitting electro-plasma is basically invisible. 

• 'Empty space' is 몭lled with invisible electro-plasma. 

• Electro-plasma can generate particles and be self-organizing and self-sustaining. 

• Spheres of dusty complex plasma have highly structured electromagnetic lattices

(crystalline). 

• Voids in dusty complex spheres are separated by sheaths for information storage and

exchange. 

• The ordered structure is nourished by and interacts with solar and other cosmic particle

몭laments. 

• Clouds of subatomic crystalline plasma may be non-organic life forms — and intelligent. 

• The dusty complex clouds between earth and the moon may be participating in earth life. 

• Those clouds have possibly evolved computational powers many times greater than all

human computers combined. 

• Earth and inhabitants are rare atomic physical matter. 

• Telepathic communication between humans and the subatomic crystalline clouds may be

possible. 

• The known characteristics of plasma can explain 'spiritual (e.g. burning bush), supernatural

(ufos etc.), and paranormal (ghosts)' occurrences. 

• In the dynamics of currents, there is an interface between the plasma inside us and our

physical bodies. 

 • This interface could work in the human brain and account for features of our own

consciousness and behaviour. 

• Also suggested is an interface between our plasma selves and universal electromagnetic

몭elds. 

• The entire universe is a hologram, an unfolding of an intelligent ‘implicate order’ that

underlies everything. 

• This driving, ordering process is equally present everywhere in the Universe, underlying our

intelligence, the intelligence we see in animals and plants, and the intelligence in the

movements of plasma. 

More of my questions: 

 

 

The questions seem relevant, since indicators point towards there being a 'great reset' in the

timeline. 

It is not only an economic and geopolitical reset, but also a cosmological one. 

My version of what's next on earth could be called 'transatomic,' in which some humans have

the ability to consciously shift between atomic matter and subatomic crystalline plasma,

guided by the higher intelligence of more evolved complex plasma entities. 

 No technology, however advanced, will save humanity without the corresponding

psychospiritual (whole human) evolution of individuals. 

Understanding the electro-plasma universe and our place in it is a step towards the needed

evolution of our species. Another step is integrating the new understanding. For that, mantras,

breathwork, bodywork and ever-expanding awareness can be a start. 

Our crystalline electro-plasma selves existing in an intelligent inorganic life form universe is

not necessarily the end of the line, either. There may be something as much beyond that

realm as quantum realities currently are beyond our matter-bound minds. The question I care

most about remains, is it (whatever) useful and bene몭cial for whole human evolution or not.

Does it open or close my heart in the way I relate? 

In his book, 'Tantra of the Beloved', Virochana Khalsa wrote, 

 

 

 

A de몭nition of e-motion is 'energy in motion'. When we master our emotions, we may be

harnessing more power than we know. 

Pondering such matters for a lifetime has been brought into focus by 'A New Science of

Heaven', from which excerpts follow. 

https://www.wholehuman.emanatepresence.com/plasma-heaven.html

Are humans and the earth an advanced evolutionary stage, or in a 'fallen' state unintended by
original design? 
Are the self-awareness and 'programming' of non light-emitting plasma the same as that of
light-emitting? 
Do some intelligent inorganic life forms as dusty complex clouds support whole human
evolution, and some hinder it?
Either way, what's next for earth?

Love is experienced in a free abundance 몭owing within the heart.
Love is the natural, unrestricted, free 몭ow of energy.
Love is the root emotion which literally holds our universe together....

https://www.wholehuman.emanatepresence.com/apps/search?q=tantra of the beloved
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CONTENTS OF HEAVEN 

('A New Science of Heaven' by Robert Temple) 

1 The Discovery of the Clouds 

2 Exploring the Nature of Plasma Clouds and their Energy 

3 A Brief History of Plasma Research 

4 The 99 Per Cent 

5 Great Balls of Fire 

6 When Heaven Was Young 

7 Kristian Birkeland’s Miraculous Discovery 

8 The Cosmic Web 

9 The Cold Sun 

10 Invisible Earth 

11 Radiant Matter, Plasma and Plasmoids 

12 Plasma Comes Alive 

13 The Mysterious Case of the Dirty Gas 

14 Electric People 

15 How Our Bodies Emit Light 

16 The ‘Death Flash’ and the ‘Life Flash’ 

17 Our Plasma Selves 

18 Wrapping up the Universe 

Conclusion

Being Creators  

Connecting consciously with the nervous system can enable one to remain calmer in the

midst of storms. There are many aids for this, and each person 몭nds their own way. I've applied

a number of tools and techniques to my journey and share what works for me, as it keeps

changing. 

Living from the heart, soul or higher self is essential. The plasma self co-exists with the atomic

(physical) body, and I seek to bring it more into my experience. The properties of this crystalline

plasma are well described in the book, 'A New Science of Heaven.' With this are the higher

qualities I desire to emanate through my life, such as compassion, kindness and love for love

itself. One support for the path is my daily command/decree, serving also as a seed pattern,

currently: 

 

Plasma can explain the inexplicable and demystify the mysterious of such things as astral

entities, auras, ghosts, earthbound souls, angels and demons, chi/qi/prana/mana, the burning

bush, ufos, 몭reballs, parallel dimensions, and more. 

Subatomic plasma is what 99% of the universe is composed of, is a different kind of matter

than atomic earth and humans (making us rare), has many variations and a wide range of

characteristics, and occasionally breaks through to our awareness. 

'Crystalline' is a type of evolved plasma which is complex in its electromagnetic and self-

organizing properties and when better understood will rede몭ne intelligence and life. The

intelligence of crystalline plasma existing naturally in the universe, though similar to A.I., is far

more advanced than man-made arti몭cial intelligence. 

 Intelligence is de몭ned in various ways from different viewpoints. From one view, it is the

dynamic exchange of active information. Love also has many meanings, and in a sense is the

free 몭ow of energy. 

Human brains (like quantum computers) contain complex plasma. Universal 몭elds in the

medium of plasma not only in몭uence our consciousness, but also help create it. 

Much of what is already known about plasma has been suppressed and kept hidden from the

public, as it is classi몭ed by the military in their weapons research and protected by the binding

con몭dentiality agreements of high tech for chip making, etc. Plasma makes possible quantum

computing and other advanced technologies. 

Our crystalline electro-plasma selves existing in an intelligent inorganic life form universe is

not necessarily the end of the line, either. There may be something as much beyond that

plasma_heaven.pdf
Download File

'O Solar Logos, 
Nurture and grow within me the crystalline plasma body. 
Knit it together with my atomic body and make of me a new human. 
Deepen my awareness of the Plasma Presence, 
open my head and heart to heal and feel, and adjust me to actuality — whatever that may be. 
Activate me as a node of the cosmic web, serving divine intelligence (the implicate order). 
This I pray and decree, amen, so be it.'
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realm as quantum realities currently are beyond our matter-bound minds. Expanding our

awareness of plasma changes humankind’s view of its place in the Universe. 

The above about plasma is from the well-researched and science-based book by Robert

Temple, 'A New Science of Heaven', put into my words. 

As I wrote in 1971 at age 17,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playing with an A.I. art app helped me go through my initial resistance (as in general, A.I. art

has appeared to me 몭at, soulless, square and often distorted) and gave me a more rounded

perspective. Now I am neither overly-amazed by computer-generated NFT art nor so

dismayed, but see it more neutrally and can accept and appreciate it for what it is. This image

is one of my beginner's creations. 

Input is appreciated. 

https://www.wholehuman.emanatepresence.com/plasma-heaven.html

"Traveling along the myriad roads
so many lead to nowhere
the happiness they bring
is there and gone
after reaching the highest point
they allow
one may go no further.
But the Joy of being
One with the Universe
knows no limits,
for the Universe is without limit."

https://www.wholehuman.emanatepresence.com/apps/search?q=NFT
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Ode to Solar Logos  

a.k.a. Central Sun, Christ Consciousness, Highest Self/Non-Self 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMENTS 

Natica Solari 

I love your poem as it pertains to Temple’s book ‘A New Science of Heaven’, and written so long

ago. Such a profound few lines at such a young age, not to mention the 70’s! Wow! I am in awe! 

When I look back through my past at the songs, movies, and books I have loved through the

years it paints quite the picture. As if I have been leaving myself bread crumbs through my

years reminding me of who I am and where HOME truly is ! 

My journey started two years ago when I had a spontaneous Kundalini awakening, and has

been a wild ride ever since. I dialed out of the mainstream a long time ago which made it so

much easier to bond with nature and get in tune with Gaia. 

Solffeggio music helped tremendously in balancing out the energy I was trying to process. I

felt like an air traf몭c controller that should have been 몭red! These days things are pretty

smooth, and has resulted in me being trusted with more ‘gifts’. 

Heart to Heart 
Plasma to Plasma 

Essence to Essence 
Meeting in the Stillpoint

'O Solar Logos, 
open my head and heart to heal and feel.

Deepen my awareness of your presence, 
and make of me a new human:
guided by the inner compass,

living from the present moment,
and serving love for love itself.

This I pray and decree, amen, so be it.'

Or simply,
'Constant felt connection with the essence of Solar Logos.'

 
 



These pages (Starseed Activation Group) help me process what is happening and gives mw

comfort knowing that there are others that are experiencing the same things. Rather than

being 몭lled with anger over the state of the world, I have 몭nally crossed into the peaceful

center knowing that the best is yet to come. Thank you for your post! 

Merrilee Hayes 

I do love your posts! 

When I had my Awakening to be speci몭c kundalini Awakening I got information about the

plasma and crystalline so it's interesting when I see it's been talked about 

And I like what you said when you were 17 tell me what made you the way you were at a young

age did something speci몭c happen to you or you just feel that you were awake to God

createor, universe energy whatever you call it all same thing 

Gary 

I'd like to read more about the information you got (as a download?) about plasma and

crystalline. 

I was naturally attracted to the mystical from early childhood, and that stayed with me

throughout my lifetime. 

When I was 12, my older brother died when the car he was driving went off a mountain road.

Nine years later, my beloved younger brother died when the car he was driving was hit by a

drunk driver. I was already attuned to the beyond, but those experiences deepened my

connection. Also, though I had no diagnosis until late in life, my neurology (Asperger's and

misophonia) had a strong in몭uence. 

Thank you for asking, and sharing. 

May I add your comment to my post? 

Mary Cantu Hill  

I like your new art form Gary. It seems to suggest the wizard/magician with the staff ready for

transformation. It sparkles and glows. ὄ�


